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INTRODUCTION
The Government of the Northwest Territories, Department of Infrastructure, Transportation Division (GNWTINF) plans on upgrading the existing winter road on the east side of Mackenzie River over Oscar Creek.
Stantec Consulting Ltd. undertook a field visit on September 2, 2018 to acquire habitat, hydrotechnical and
survey data. During that visit we noted that the preliminary crossing of a south tributary to Oscar Creek would
be problematic because of extensive wetland and poorly defined stream channel. Subsequently, and with
approval of GNWT-INF, we have conducted a desktop study to determine if a more suitable crossing of the
south tributary is available. The following sections describe our study procedure and findings.

CONSTRAINTS
The existing Oscar Creek bridge location, shown in Figure 1, suffers from a problem typical of tortuously
meandering streams: lateral migration. Pinched between two reaches of a meander bend which are at risk of
forming a bend cut-off and oxbow, the approach road is being encroached upon and abutment wing walls are
under attack. To provide a long-term stable crossing, locations with relatively straight and stable morphology
were identified. Within the 500 m wide meander belt, two locations appear to have straight reaches suitable
for crossing: one at the previously proposed location where the Creek occupies an alignment tight to the north
valley wall; and approximately 1200 m downstream where the alignment is close to the centre of the meander
belt. These locations are shown on the augmented digital terrain data (LiDAR and public domain 30 m DEM)
in Figure 1.
Although the western opportunity crosses the meander belt downstream of the south tributary, and thereby
eliminates one bridge structure, the meander loops on either side of the crossing are unstable and without
elaborate in-stream protection works, there is a long-term risk of lateral migration into any roadway alignment.
The eastern opportunity, as previously proposed, appears to be stable, so this location was maintained when
seeking a new crossing of the south tributary.

POSSIBLE ALIGNMENTS
By shifting the roadway alignment approximately 800 m downstream of the surveyed location on the south
tributary, the stream thread appears to be better defined, and based on satellite imagery, the wetland width
appears to be narrower. A preliminary horizontal alignment, shown in Figure 1, was tested to determine if
roadway gradelines and stream crossings would be suitable. Curve radii of 300 m were arbitrarily applied for
the initial analysis and stream crossings were set as square as possible.
Deviating from the existing winter road, an ancient draw was utilized to descend approximately 20 m to the
meander belt. This location provides an opportunity to establish a low slope gradient while using a cut and fill
design approach. Using a fill only design approach would also be possible using greater slope gradients if
geotechnical considerations do not permit significant areas of cut. Avoiding obvious water bodies within the
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meander belt, an R300 curve was set to line up crossing of Oscar Creek on square. Crossing Oscar Creek
may require a vertical curve to accommodate the deep girder superstructure and 2-3% grade north of the
meander belt. A preliminary vertical grade line using the cut and fill design approach is shown in Figure 2.
The meander belt, and whatever wetland exists on this alignment, should be traversed with an approximately
2 m high roadway fill to not only provide for a dry roadway, but also prevent sessional inundation during
spring runoff, and drifting during winter. The meander belt should provide enough granular material borrow
opportunists within close proximity of the alignment.
Horizontal and vertical curves, shown in Figure 2, can be optimized in the preliminary engineering phase of
the project, but sufficient room exists within the proposed route to flatten horizontal curves and vertical
gradelines to meet a 100 km/hr design standard.
Roadway alignment crossing the north tributary is not impacted by a revised south tributary crossing, although
the exact crossing location and roadway alignment can also be optimized during the preliminary engineering
phase.
Hydrotechnical design parameters for the surveyed site and the potential realigned location are the same and,
due to the presence of beaver and potential for aufeis accumulation during winter, hydraulic capacity may not
be a deciding factor in structure type or size.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on our desktop study with available terrain data and satellite imagery, we recommend:
A field study be conducted to determine if the proposed south tributary crossing location is as suitable as
it appears in this desktop study;
Horizontal and vertical curves should be optimized to accommodate the desired design standard and
balance cut and fill volumes;
The meander belt should be explored near the proposed alignment to establish a borrow pit for granular
material suitable for roadway construction; and
Exact crossing locations should be optimized to set crossings on square and as short as possible.
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Figure 1 Oscar Creek Tributary Realignment
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Figure 2 Possible Gradeline

